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BRANDING 
WITH A 
PURPOSE
At The J. Paul Company, we strive to choose environmentally 
responsible promotional products and decoration methods to 
further a positive impact on the world around us.

Branding

Purpose
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• B Corp Certification: Certified B Corporations are leaders in the global environment movement
• biodegradable: materials that naturally break down and return to the earth
• carbon footprint: the total measure of carbon emissions that are produced
• carbon neutral: when CO2 emissions and CO2 absorptions equal each other
• circular economy: resources are used and reused in a continuous cycle, so that minimal or no new 
materials are needed
• conscious capitalism: where privately-held companies seek to equally benefit both the people they serve 
and the environment
• corporate social responsibility (CSR): business ethics that require a company to ensure their 
operations are ethical and beneficial
• ecological footprint: the amount of land needed for a business to sustain its use of natural resources
• fair trade: equitable partnership between businesses, producers and consumers that achieves sustainable 
relationships
• FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) Certified: the barometer of distinction for wood that is harvested 
from forests that are ethically, environmentally, economically workable
• GRS (Global Recycled Standard): a tracking method that verifies the recycled materials in a finished 
product, as it is processed through the supply chain
• rPET (recycled Polyethylene Terephthalate): is recycled plastic that is used to make products, such as 
water bottles and containers
• recycled materials: materials that are recovered from non-hazardous waste streams and are reused, 
recycled, or reclaimed, to make products that would otherwise use raw materials
• renewable energy: energy that comes from nature, that is constantly replenishing itself, such as sun 
(solar) or wind (turbine) power
• sustainability: environmental practices that protect the ecological balance of the earth’s natural 
resources for generations to come
• zero waste: the eradication of all waste, so that nothing goes into a landfill, incinerator, or body of water

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Ready to start your eco-friendly 
branding campaign? Check out these 
collections of customer favorites in 
some of our top categories.

SHOPS
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APPAREL01
85% of worldwide consumers remember the 
advertiser that gave them branded apparel (ASI STUDY)

North Face

Sport-TekAllmade
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ALLMADE® UNISEX TRI-BLEND
LONG SLEEVE TEE 

A C-FREE™ PRODUCT

ALLMADE® UNISEX TRI-BLEND
V-NECK TEE A C-FREE™ PRODUCT

Feel your impact in this crazy-soft, sustainable tee that uses an 
equivalent of up to 6 recycled plastic water bottles. Made from 50% 
recycled polyester, 25% organic cotton, 25% modal. Features a 1x1 
rib knit neckline, shoulder-to-shoulder taping, side seams, and a 
recycled tear-away label. In Unisex Sizes: XS-4XL. In Azure Blue 
(shown), Aluminum Grey, Deep Black, Enviro Green, Space Black, 
Fairly White, Olive You Green, Rebel Blue, Rise Up Red, and Vino Red.

Feel your impact in this crazy-soft, sustainable tee that uses an 
equivalent of up to 6 recycled plastic water bottles. Made from 50% 
recycled polyester, 25% organic cotton, 25% modal. Features a 1x1 
rib knit neckline, shoulder-to-shoulder taping, side seams, and a 
recycled tear-away label. In Unisex Sizes: XS-4XL. In Rebel Blue 
(shown), Aluminum Grey, Azure Blue, Bright White, Deep Black, Enviro 
Green, Fairly White, I Like You Blue, Night Sky Navy, Olive You Green, 
Rise Up Red, Space Black, and Vino Red.
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Allmade® puts the needs of the people and the planet first, 
creating a positive impact you can feel great about. Using 
three sustainable fibers – 50% recycled Repreve-brand 
polyester, 25% TENCEL-brand Modal, and 25% organic, US-grown, 
combed, ringspun cotton – Allmade® tees are made for printing, 
and they look and feel good.
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SPORT-TEK® RE-COMPETE 
FLEECE PULLOVER HOODIE

ALLMADE® UNISEX TRI-BLEND TANK

Feel your impact in this crazy-soft, sustainable tank that uses an 
equivalent of up to 6 recycled plastic water bottles. Made from 50% 
recycled polyester, 25% organic cotton, 25% modal. Aluminum Grey and 
Vino Red made from 25% recycled polyester, 25% polyester, 25% 
organic cotton, 25% modal. Features 1x1 rib knit binding at neck and 
armholes, side seams, and a recycled tear-away label. In Unisex 
Sizes: XS-4XL. In Aluminum Grey (shown), Azure Blue, Bright White, 
Deep Black, Olive You Green, and Rise Up Red. 

This planet-friendly, print-friendly hoodie outcompetes the others 
with its peached face, brushed back and ultra-matte finish. Made to 
perform, it’s also super soft, wicks moisture, fights static and 
features PosiCharge technology to lock in colors and logos. Made 
from 100% recycled polyester and drawcords. Features recycled tear-
away label, two-panel hood, raglan sleeves, front pouch pocket, and 
open cuffs and hem. In Adult Sizes: XS-4XL. In True Navy (shown), 
Black, Iron Gray, True Red, True Royal, and White.
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VIRTUE ECO PIQUE RECYCLED 
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S POLOS

Our ultra-lightweight, high quality, 
moisture-wicking, certified eco-friendly 
recycled drytec polyester is blended with 
spandex to provide four-way stretch, a 
cooling effect, and UPF sun protection, 

resulting in the most versatile, sustainable, 
and comfortable top for you and the planet. 
Made from 95% recycled polyester and 5% 

spandex pique, and an average of 15 recycled 
plastic bottles. Features a self-fabric 

collar, elbow length sleeves, and CB logo 
trims. Recycled content is certified by 

Global Recycled Standard. In Sizes: XS-3XL. 
In Chutney (shown), Navy Blue, College Gold, 
Kelly Green, Orange Burst, White, Tour Blue, 
Red, Polished, Atlas, Hyacinth, Hunter, Fresh 

Mint, College Purple, College Orange, 
Caridnal Red, Bordeaux, and Black.



THE NORTH FACE® 
SWEATER FLEECE VEST

THE NORTH FACE® THERMOBALL™
 TREKKER JACKET

Designed with contours to fit your body, this streamlined jacket offers 
lightweight, highly compressible ThermoBall™ synthetic insulation made 
with 100% recycled polyester polyfill. Excellent in retaining loft and 
warmth even when wet, this jacket works to keep you warmer regardless 
of the conditions. Nylon with non-PFC durable water-repellant (DWR) 
finish; TNF Matte Black made from recycled nylon with non-PFC durable 
water-repellant DWR finish. Features interior left cheat zippered 
pocket, interior elastic cuffs, secure zip hand pockets, stows in left 
hand pocket, and hem cinch cord. In Adult Sizes: S-3XL. In Mid Grey 
(shown), Burnt Olive/Green Woodchip/Camo Print, Five Brick Red, TNF 
Black, and TNF Matte Black.

Stay warm on cool-weather days with this heavyweight, 
sweater-knit fleece vest that easily transitions from the trails 
to town. Constructed from 53% recycled polyester sweater knit 
with brushed fleece interior. Features reverse coil center front 
zipper and hand pockets. In Adult Sizes: S-3XL. In Urban Navy 
Heather (shown), TNF Black Heather, and TNF Medium Grey 
Heather
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NIKE CLUB FLEECE SLEEVE 
SWOOSH FULL-ZIP HOODIE

THE NORTH FACE® 
 DRYVENT™ RAIN JACKET

With solid jackets built from 100% recycled content, this waterproof, 
breathable, technical jacket lets you explore the trails without getting 
soaked. Pus, its 100% windproof fabric blocks the gusts, while pit zips 
and an adjustable hood customize ventilation. Made from DryVent™ 100% 
recycled nylon ripstop with non-PFC durable, water-repellant DWR finish 
(solids); DryVent™ 62/38 nylon/polyester with non-PFC durable water-
repellant DWR finish (heather). Features covered, secure zip hand 
pockets, stows in left hand pocket, adjustable VELCRO® tab cuffs, hem 
cinch cord, and contrast DryVent™ logo embroidered on left sleeve. In 
Adult Sizes: S-3XL. In Shady Blue (shown), Rage Red, TNF Black, and TNF 
Dark Grey Heather

This brushed-back fleece hoodie is where comfort meets street-
ready Nike style. Jersey-lined, three-panel hood with dyed-to-
match drawcords and zipper (Charcoal Heather has anthracite 
drawcords and zipper). Front pockets, rib knit cuffs and hem. 
Contrast Swoosh logo embroidered on left sleeve. Made of 72/20/8 
cotton/polyester/organic cotton. In Adults Sizes: XS-4XL. In 
Charcoal Heather (shown), Black, Dark Grey Heather, Midnight 
Navy, University Red, and White.
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EDDIE BAUER® SWEATER
FLEECE FULL-ZIP

DISTRICT® RE-FLEECE™ JOGGER

Our most sustainable fleece yet, District® Re-Fleece™ breathes new 
life into reclaimed materials with its 100% recycled fabric. Affordable, 
comfortable, and never re-dyed, it’s a fleece that just feels good. 
Made from 60% recycled cotton and 40% post-consumer recycled 
polyester. Features 2x1 rib knit waistband and cuffs, natural recycled 
exterior drawcord, side seaming, and an undyed, recycled, tear-away 
label. In Adult Sizes: XS-4XL. In Charcoal Heather (shown) and Black.

With an authentic outdoorsy lodge look, this refined sweater 
delivers serious comfort. Smooth-faced and brushed back for 
warmth, these anti-pill styles also have stretch for easy 
movement. Woven fabric details add sophistication. Cadet collar, 
exposed coil zippers, open cuffs and open hem. Also features 
zippered chest pocket, front zippered pockets and embroidered 
Eddie Bauer contrast logo on left sleeve. Made from 100% 
polyester sweater fleece with 86/14 polyester/spandex woven 
trim. Produced using Low Impact Technology (L.I.T.™), which 
uses less dyestuffs, thermal energy and water for enhanced 
softness, performance, and after-care quality. In Adult Sizes: 
XS-4XL. In River Blue Navy Heather (shown), Black, and Dark Grey 
Heather.
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NEW ERA® RECYCLED 
CUFF BEANIE

OGIO® FUSION TRUCKER CAP

Look cool, stay cool, whether working away or just hanging out. Made from 
95% recycled poly twill and 5% spandex, and 100% poly mesh. Sweat-wicking. 
Structured. Mid-profile. Features 7-position adjustable snap closure. OSFA 
(one size fits all). In Tarmac Gray (shown), Black Camo, and Blacktop.

Constructed using 100% recycled fabrics, this cuff beanie is 
where classic style meets forward-thinking, environmentally 
conscious design. Made from 100% Repreve® recycled 
polyester. A tonal embroidered New Era® flag detail on cuff. 
OSFA (one size fits all). In Deep Navy (shown), Black, and 
Graphite.
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Solo NY

02 TRAVEL
46% of consumers have a more favorable opinion of 
brands that supply them with environmentally friendly 
promotional products (ASI STUDY)

District
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Another of our top vendor partners joined forces with the 
National Forest Foundation through their Give Back Program. 
Working on behalf of the American public, the National Forest 
Foundation leads forest conservation efforts and promotes 
responsible recreation to inspire personal and meaningful 
connections to our National Forests. The National Forest 
Foundation and the Solo New York brand 
have collaborated and as a result, will 
plant a tree with the sale of each 
RE:CYCLED COLLECTION bag.

ALL ABOUT

&
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SOLO NY® RE:TREAT
CARRY-ON

LUGGAGE TAG

Has a built-in name card with flap closure. Burnished metal hardware makes 
it immune to corrosion and decay into the environment. Made from bonded 
leather. Measures 4½”W x 2½”H. In Black.  

Gift the Solo® Re:treat Carry-On to your executives or best customers. 
Made from a water-resistant heathered grey material created with 12 
recycled PET bottles, this rolling suitcase has a large 40L capacity with 
black camo lining and meets carry-on requirements for most major U.S. 
and international airlines. It features two smooth-rolling 3-inch wheels, 
a sturdy base with 2 feet and integrated clutch handle and a 40-inch 
locking telescopic handle. This case also has comfortable top and side 
handles, 2 large exterior front zippered pockets, a large zippered mesh 
interior pocket and 2 adjustable buckle-locking compression straps. The 
Re:treat Carry On has a 5-year limited warranty and The National Forest 
Foundation will plant a tree with each purchase! Measures 14½”W x 
22¼”H x 8”D. In Heather Grey.  
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NON-WOVEN ID HOLDER:
600D POLYESTER

JOURNEY TOILETRY SET

The right choice for people who love to travel but dread using hotel 
          shampoo, conditioner, body wash, or lotion. This set comes with four 
        empty, durable, reusable, 1 oz. plastic bottles that can be filled with 
their favorite products. The small, portable size is convenient for traveling 
as they can easily fit the set into a bag or suitcase. The extra zippered pouch 
on the reverse side can store tweezers, nail clippers, and toothbrushes. Keep 
your brand close at hand on their next business trip or getaway. Made from 
100% polyester. Measures 5”W x 6¾”L x 2¼”H. Case in Grey-Black; bottles in 
White.  

Make travel access needs easier with this ID holder that 
securely stores and shows your IDs, as well as holds your 
tickets, boarding passes, even pens. Back zippered money pouch. 
Two black slash pockets perfect to hold pens/pencils. Front clear 
vinyl pocket. Even a generously sized 34”L lanyard with 
“breakaway” style closure for times when you need to take off 
you badge, or for keeping you safe if it gets caught on something. 
Pens not included; no extra charge to insert your own pen. 
Measures 4”W x 6¼”H. In Black. 
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COTOPAXI DEL DIA
HIP PACK

DISTRICT® RE-BLANKET™
Made from Re-Fleece™ fabric which has never been re-dyed, this warm, soft 
blanket utilizes reclaimed materials that might otherwise end up in a 
landfill. Made from 60% recycled cotton and 40% post-consumer recycled 
polyester, 55% recycled cotton, 39% post-consumer recycled polyester, and 
6% recycled rayon (Light Heather Grey). Fully hemmed. Features undyed, 
recycled, tear-away label. Measures 50” x 60”. In Light Heather Grey 
(shown), Black, Charcoal Heather, and True Navy.

This bag is your ticket to adventure! Stash your keys, sunglasses, 
phone, water bottle or snacks in its main compartment– you’ll see 
that 3 liters of around-the-waist storage goes a long way. Made 
from 100% repurposed, lightweight, remnant nylon fabric. Features 
front zippered pocket, adjustable webbing strap hip belt, side-
release buckle belt closure, two interior mesh pockets, contrast 
Cotopaxi heat transfer logo on bottom right corner, which allows 
more front panel decoration space. Measures 9”W x 5”H x 4”D. 
Tough enough to hold your valuables yet weighs an easy 4 oz. 
Colors: One-of-a-kind. Every pack is a unique color combination. 
Be prepared for a total surprise! 
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NOMAD MUST-HAVES 
RENEW FLIP-TOP

MINI BACKPACK

JUMBO NON-WOVEN DRAWSTRING 
 CINCH-UP BACKPACK

Reusable and recyclable jumbo cinch bag made of durable eco-
friendly 80 GSM non-woven polypropylene material, which is made 
from 10% post-consumer recycled content. Features spacious 
interior with drawstring cinch top closure, and adjustable soft 
nylon cord shoulder straps. Measures 16”W x 19”H. Recommended 
weight tolerance of 11 lbs. In Reflex Blue (shown), and Black.

The Renew Flip-Top Mini Backpack is made to hold the 
"can’t leave without” daily essentials and the absolute 
must haves! It’s a compact companion that’s lightweight 
and functional with an exterior made from 100% recycled 
water bottles. It’s ideal for day events and festivals 
that require an all-day carrier that fits all the 
essentials including the all-important water bottle. 
Default branding on the Renew Flip-Top Mini Backpack is 
silk screened centered on the closing flap. In Black.
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2 LED HAND PRESS FLASHLIGHT

NON-WOVEN GOLF SHOE BAG
Made from 90-gram polypropylene, this bag serves two purposes: 
storing your shoes while helping the environment. Features three-
sided zippered opening for added security, front slash pocket, and 
top web carry handle with non-woven wrapping. Measures a smart 
8½”W x 14”H x 6”D. In Black.

With no batteries needed, this flashlight lets you control the 
light by pressing its trigger handle. Made from a lightweight, 
yet sturdy ABS plastic. Features string wrist strap for carrying 
and hanging up. Measures 4”W x 2¼”H x ¾”D. In Black. 
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Bamboo

03 DINE &

Malbec
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Naturally anti-microbial (destroys/inhibits the growth 
of microorganisms and pathogens), strong, durable, and 
easy to care for, bamboo is also one of the fastest 
growing plants on the planet.
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DAX BAMBOO MULTI-PURPOSE BOARD

MALBEC MULTI-FUNCTION 
BAMBOO BAR TOOL

Whether enjoying some wine after a long day of work or grabbing a 
bottle of cold beer to drink during a backyard BBQ, the Napa Multi-
Function Bar Tool is here to help. The tool features two bottle openers, 
one fixed and one folding, and hideaway corkscrew and foil cutting 
knife. Functional and attractive, the Napa is made from durable 
stainless steel and has a natural bamboo handle. Pair it with another 
bamboo product to make the perfect gift set. FDA compliant. Gift boxed. 
Measures 5⅜”W x ½”H x 1-9/16”D. In Bamboo. 

The Dax Multi-Purpose Board's rustic design will be a great addition 
to any home whether dining alone or with friends and family. With its 
9½” x 5½” of usable space, the Dax works great as a cutting board, 
chopping board, meat carving or serving station, charcuterie tray or 
cheese board. Made from natural bamboo, it's sturdy and durable for 
daily use. It features deep juice grooves for preventing spills on the 
countertop and a leatherette strap that allows for easy carrying and 
storage. Gift this FDA compliant multi-purpose board for any occasion!
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COLLINS 10-PC. WHISKEY SET

EVERETT BAMBOO WINE & CHEESE TABLE
The Everett Wine & Cheese Table brings comfort and style to outdoor picnic parties or 
breakfast in bed. It comes with a bamboo-handled steel cheese fork and knife set and 
can hold all your charcuterie choices including cheese, nuts and olives. The 15¾” x 11⅝" 
tabletop includes cut out slots to hold 2 wine glasses and a bottle. The Everett picnic 
table stands 10" tall, is made of environmentally friendly natural bamboo and has a 
collapsible design that saves space for transport and storage. FDA compliant and BPA 
free. Measures 15¾”W x 10”H x 11⅝”D. 

Enjoy every single sip of your favorite drink with the elegant and 
unique Collins Whiskey Gift Set! The 10-piece set comes with two 
beautiful crystal 8-ounce whiskey glasses with decorative bases 
and 2 natural bamboo coasters. The Collins is FDA compliant and 
features a pair of tongs and 4 food-grade stainless steel ice 
cubes to cool your drink for maximum flavor enjoyment without 
dilution. Storage is simple with its natural bamboo base, and the 
set includes a brown kraft paper giftbox with compartments and a 
line drawing of the set. Measures 9½”W x 3⅝”H x 7-11/16”D.
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CLEVELAND 5-PC BAMBOO
BBQ SET

ARTISAN COLLECTION BY REPRIME UNISEX  
  ‘BARLEY’ CONTRAST STITCH SUSTAINABLE
  BIB APRON

This uniform solution provides full coverage, a unisex design, details to help you get your 
culinary work done, even a nice range of color choices, all while promoting your brand, and being 
eco-friendly doing it. Wow. Made from 65% recycled polyester that’s made from post-consumer 
plastic; and, 35% cotton. Features contrast topstitching, adjustable antique brass buckle on 
neckband, side pockets and center zipped pocket. Measures 33.8”L x 28.3”W. In Khaki/Brown 
(shown), Black/Charcoal, Navy/Camel, and Olive/Chestnut. OSFA (one size fits all).

Quality case and tools set that make for stylish, easy on-the-
go grilling that’s also good for the planet. Stainless steel 
tools include a serrated-edge spatula with bottle opener, BBQ 
fork, tongs, knife, and a basting brush. Bamboo case has a 
convenient carry handle and measures 19”W x 7”H x 2½”D.
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DRINKWARE04
78% of consumers own some sort of promotional 
drinkware (ASI STUDY)
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25 oz. FRUIT FUSION BOTTLE

STRAIGHT STAINLESS-STEEL
STRAWS: SET OF 4
Stir it up with this stylish, reusable 18/8 food-grade stainless steel set. The straws 
measure 3/16” diameter x 8½”H and come with a convenient cleaning brush and chic 
packaging for the best customer experience. The sleek, straight profile allows for 
storage inside most cupholders. Add a silicone tip for sipping comfort (additional 
charge applies). Dishwasher safe. Recommended for adults and children with adult 
supervision. Great promo product for eco-friendly companies, schools, and events. 
In Black, Blue, and Rainbow.

Take your beverage to the next level. The tall 10½”H bottle has a jazzy-colored infuser 
chamber you can use or remove for flavoring your beverage with fresh fruits or herbs. 
Made with rPET material in the USA, it also meets FDA requirements, is Proposition 65 
compliant, and is BPA free. Features screw-on, spill-resistant sip top lid and easy carry 
handle. Hand wash recommended. In Clear Bottle with Blue, Clear, Green, Purple or Red 
Infuser. In White Bottle with Blue (shown), Clear, Green, Purple or Red Infuser.
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30 oz. HIMALAYAN TUMBLER

16 oz. WOODTONE SWIGGY BOTTLE

Cool texture; narrow shape for cupholders; stainless steel outer and inner; 
double wall construction; vacuum insulation; snap-on, spill resistant thumb-
slide lid with rubber gasket; can keep drinks hot or cold for up to 8 hours— 
yep, this tumbler’s got it all. Meets FDA requirements; BPA free. Hand wash 
recommended. In Silver with Clear Lid, and Matte Black with Charcoal Lid. 
Optional lid colors are also available. Choose between silk-screen or 4-color 
process imprinting to get your name across. 

29

Made with stainless steel outer and inner, this vacuum insulated, double wall-
constructed bottle can keep drinks cold up to 24 hours and hot up to 12 hours. 
It’s got a screw-on, spill-resistant lid, and a wide-mouth opening that loves ice 
cubes. Meets FDA requirements; BPA free. Hand washing recommended. Can  
decorate with silk-screen imprinting, or optional laser engraving. Measures 
10”H. In Woodtone (shown), Gray, and Light Wood. 



One of our top decorated merchandise vendor partners has a 
relationship in turn with Klean Kanteen®, a B Corp-Certified 
corporation, making them officially known as a leader in the 
global environmental movement.  Today, 95% of Klean Kanteen® 
products are made from recycled stainless steel, resulting in 
substantial impact reductions in waste. 

ALL ABOUT
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KLEAN KANTEEN TKWIDE 20oz – TWIST CAP

KLEAN KANTEEN ECO RISE
14 oz MUG

31

Meet your new favorite mug. Beautiful, functional and built 
to last, the Klean Kanteen Eco Rise 14 oz. Mug is made 
with certified 90% post-consumer recycled 18/8 stainless 
steel. Award-winning Climate Lock™ vacuum insulation and 
double-wall construction keep contents piping hot for 
hours. Features an easy grip handle, chip-resistant Klean 
Coat® finish, and a new impact-resistant base cap that 
also provides increased stability. Has new splash- and 
spill-proof Flip Lid, with a large opening that helps 
quickly cool hot beverages and is great for straws. BPA-
free and made to last a lifetime. In Asphalt.

The Klean Kanteen Eco TKWide 20oz – Twist Cap was designed with versatility, and 
portability in mind to create the best water bottle, iced coffee mug, sport bottle, 
and insulated cup all in one package. Constructed from 90% post-consumer recycled 
18/8 food grade stainless steel, its double-wall Climate Lock™ vacuum insulation 
helps keep contents cold for up to 59 hours. Inclused a leak-resistant twist cap 
with built-in reusable steel straw. This item is BPA-free and features a chip-
resistant Klean Coat™ powder coat finish that is easy to clean. Its electropolished 
interior does not retain or impact flavors. Not recommended for very hot liquids 
due to steel straw. Recommended hand wash only. In Klean Kanteen’s partnership 
with 1% For The Planet, one percent of this bottle’s purchase is donated to 
environmental nonprofits. Measures 3”W x 10.18”H x 3”D. In White and Black.



TECH
OFFICE &06
88% of consumers use branded promotional products when 
they support brands or causes they know and like 
(PPAI Consumer Study)
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ECO-INSPIRED TRI-FOLD 
STATIONERY SET

ZIPPERED NOTEBOOK PORTFOLIO

Made from premium bonded leather, this sustainable portfolio is made from scraps 
and fibers that are left over from making real leather, thereby reducing landfills. 
Three-sided zipper closure for added security. Inside slash and business card 
pockets. Inside pen loop. Paper pad and Sonota™ Glass, Black with Blue ink pen 
included. Faceplate on front can also be decorated. Individually boxed. Attend your 
next meeting in style. Measures 10”W x 13”H x 1”D. In Brown.

This set can help you keep track of your tasks at hand, all while taking care 
of the earth. Included are: 6” wooden ruler; 4” clear ruler; 2 unsharpened 
pencils; eraser; wooden pencil sharpener; 45-page lined 5x8” writing pad; 
sticky flags in 5 neon colors; sticky notes; and, matching paper barrel pen. 
Flash your company’s brand on the cover with your screenprinted logo and 
message. In Natural. 
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One of our favorite tech vendor partners markets Nimble® products. 
Nimble® is the world’s first tech hardware brand with a 100% sustainable 
business model. The brand creates premium, ethical tech products that 
are better for the planet, incorporating sustainable materials, using 
100% plastic-free packaging and recycling old tech for free.

ALL ABOUT
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NIMBLE CHAMP 10000 mAh 
PD POWER BANK

NIMBLE APOLLO 15W WIRELESS
CHARGING STAND

35

High-speed charging from the first tech hardware brand with a 100% 
sustainable business model. The only eco-friendly option for customers who 
want a premium tech accessory. Supports up to 15W of wireless power for a 
faster, more reliable charging experience. The charging stand is housed in 
72% REPLAY™ certified post-consumer plastic, while its plastic-free 
packaging is made from recycled paper. One percent of sales are donated to 
environmental nonprofits through a partnership with 1% For The Planet. 
Measures 3.56”W x 4.93”H x 3.56”D. In Black.

Made from rPET. The Nimble® Champ 10000 mAh PD Power Bank has a 10,000 
mAh/36Wh rechargeable lithium battery that can charge two electronic devices 
at the same time with one Type C and one USB-A output ports. Both output ports 
could support faster charging, up to 18W. Input: USB-C: PD 3.0 (5V,2.5A / 
9V,1.8A); Output: USB-C: PD 3.0 (5V,3A / 9V,2.0A / 12V,1.5A); Output USB-A: QC 
4.0 (5V,2.4A / 9V,2.0A / 12V,1.5A). Includes 39-inch USB-A-to-Type-C cable. 
Generous surface area for digitally inkjet imprinting your brand logo. Packaged 
in a plastic-free premium gift box. Power banks are permitted in carry-on 
luggage only, and at the discretion of TSA agents. Please charge power bank 
before initial use. Measures 2.28”W x 0.98”H x 3.03”D. In Black. 
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PLA WIRELESS MINI 
CYLINDER SPEAKER
Made from PLA, a renewable veggie-based resource that is processed from 
plant material, this is a speaker that gives back. Features high-
definition Bluetooth® 4.1 Technology; pairs from up to 30 feet away. 
Output: 5 Volts; 1.8 Amp 300mAh lithium polymer battery-included. Up to 
1.5 hours of play time. Features a micro-USB input (cord included). 
Measures 2¼”W x 2”H. In Black (shown), Blue, Lime Green, Red, and White. 
Note: The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks 
owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks is under 
license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective 
owners. 



Repreve

07
72% of businesses say that consumers are willing to pay 
more for brands with sustainable practices(Smurfit Kappo)

Terra Thread Fairtrade

37
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Terra Thread is a proud Certified B  Corporation, as well as a 
top corporate donor to Feeding America. Each Terra Thread® 
purchase has resulted in more than 1.8 million meals being 
served to families in need.

ALL ABOUT
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BRING-IT-ALL UTILITY 
TRUNK ORGANIZER

ESCAPE JUTE TOTE BAG

Made of 100% pure natural jute, a natural vegetable fiber, and 
colors that are created using azo-free dyes. Features 12½” cotton 
webbing handles, and top hook and loop closure. Spot clean/air dry. 
Your logo will look so good silkscreen-splashed on the side. 
Measures 12”W x 13”H x 7¼”D. In Naturals: Black (shown), Blue, 
Green, Lime, and Red.

Made of 600D polyester, this sturdy organizer has 32” carrying handles, and it 
collapses for easy storage. And with its smooth finish, it’ll be thirsty for 
silkscreening, vinyl transferring, even embroidering your brand on its side. 
Measures 22”W x 12”H x 10”D. In Royal (shown), Black, Gray, and Red.
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REPREVE® OCEAN 12
CAN TOTE COOLER

XACTLY OXYGEN 25L BACKPACK

Saving the ocean one bag at a time! The Repreve® Ocean 12 Can Tote 
Cooler is made from recycled ocean plastic (REPREVE® recycled 600D 
polyester) and features a grey PEVA lining. This trendy tote makes it 
easy to carry all your items in style! Through a partnership with 1% 
For The Planet, one percent of sales of this and all EcoSmart® product 
is donated to environmental nonprofits. Deck it out with your logo in a 
digital imprint. Measures 18.5”W x 20.47”H x 21.25”D. In Charcoal.
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Built smart for toughness, storage, security, this backpack truly has it all. Body is 
made from 900D matte post-consumer recycled material, with XACTknit™ jacquard 
woven mesh accents. Lycra™ back panel for added stretch and movement. There’s an 
integrated cord channel in the straps for wired earbuds. Built-in magnetic landing 
pads can snap your earbuds to your shoulders when not in use. Theft-deterrent 
Woojin™ magnetic snap closure system. There’s a metal logo plate with integrated 
USB A/C external charging port mod design that includes a wireless charging pocket 
(when used with a wireless power bank); and, fleece-lined, structured, tech 
epicenter with cord pass-through to all pockets. In addition to the tablet pocket, 
15.6” extra-protected laptop pocket, and side drinkware pockets with Lycra™ Flex 
material, the main pocket opens completely for easy access to the bottom of the 
backpack. Just wow. Laser engrave your logo onto the metal plate. Measures 11”W x 
17½”H x 7½”D. In Black (shown), and Gray with Blue. 



NON-WOVEN FOLDING 
IDENTIFICATION LUNCH BAG

TERRA THREAD FAIRTRADE
EXECUTIVE WORK TOTE
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What makes the Executive such a great work tote bag? It’s large enough to fit all 
your office accessories, sturdy enough to stand on its own for easy loading, has a 
snap to open and close, and is made with Fairtrade Certified organic cotton—like all 
Terra Thread products—making it a great choice for anyone looking for sustainable 
tote bags. An internal laptop compartment, an internal pocket for a water bottle, a 
large external zippered pocket, and a divided external drop in pocket round out the 
features that will have you winning the work organization game every day. Digital 
print transfer your logo onto the front pocket and share your brand with the world. 
Measures 14”W x 16”H x 4”D. In Natural (shown), Charcoal and Navy.

This lunch bag takes care of you, your lunch and the environment all at the same time. 
Made from 80-gram non-woven, coated, water-resistant polypropylene. Insulated with 
foil-laminated PE foam. An ID holder helps you easily find it in the community fridge. A 
web carrying handle, hook-and-loop closure, and front flap round out the clever 
design. Spot clean/air dry.  Simply folds closed when not in use. Show off your brand 
with a silkscreen or vinyl transfer of your logo on the front. Measures 7”W x 10”H x 
4”D. In Blue with Light Gray Trim.
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If you are interested in embarking on or 
continuing your journey into sustainable 

promotional products, please contact 
your sales rep today!


